
Survive the Night
by Riley Sager
F Sager
After her best friend is the victim of a
serial killer targeting college
students, Charlie decides to leave
campus, and accepts a ride home
from Josh. She realizes his true
identity too late and must win a
twisted game of cat and mouse by
surviving the night.

Sorrowland
by Rivers Solomon
F Solomon
Fleeing from the strict religious
compound where she was raised,
Vern gives birth to twins, and to
keep her small family safe,
unleashes incredible brutality
far beyond what a person should
be capable of.

Survivor Song
by Paul Tremblay
F Tremblay
When Massachusetts is overrun by a
rabies-like virus that is incurable an
hour after infection, a soft-spoken
pediatrician navigates apocalyptic
obstacles to get a vaccine to her
pregnant friend.

The Book of Accidents
by Chuck Wendig
F Wendig
Haunted by their tragic past, Nate
and Maddie move back to their
hometown with their son, Oliver,
who becomes involved with a
strange boy.
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Later
by Stephen King
F King
Jamie Conklin, a boy born with an
unnatural ability to see and learn
things no one else can, is enlisted to
help an NYPD detective pursue a
killer who has threatened to strike
from beyond the grave.

The Hollow Places
by T. Kingfisher
F Kingfisher
Kara finds mysterious words in the
bunker that she's discovered.
Freshly divorced and living back at
home, she becomes obsessed with
these cryptic words and starts
exploring this peculiar area.

The Drowning Kind
by Jennifer McMahon
F McMahon
When her older sister, Lexie, manic
and increasingly out of touch with
reality, is found dead, drowned in
the pool at their grandmothers
estate, Jax discovers Lexie was
researching the history of their
family and had unearthed
something unimaginable.

Mexican Gothic
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia
F Moreno-Garcia
A spirited young woman discovers
the haunting secrets of a beautiful
old mansion in 1950s Mexico.
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Horror
The Southern Book Club's
Guide to Slaying
Vampires
by Grady Hendrix
F Hendrix
When her hectic but predictable life
is upended by a vicious attack by an
elderly local, Patricia unexpectedly
bonds with a well-read neighbor.

The Only Good Indians
by Stephen Graham Jones
F Jones
Four American Indian men from the
Blackfeet Nation find themselves in
a desperate struggle for their lives
against an entity that wants to exact
revenge upon them for what they
did during an elk hunt years earlier.

Nothing But Blackened
Teeth
by Cassandra Khaw
F Khaw
A group of thrill-seeking friends
celebrate a wedding in a Heian-era
mansion and find a night of revelry
turn into a nightmare.

When the Reckoning
Comes
by LaTanya McQueen
F McQueen
Returning home for a plantation
wedding, Mira is forced to
acknowledge her history, as slaves
who were tortured roam the land
seeking revenge on the descendants
of those who tortured them.

This Thing Between Us
by Gus Moreno
F Moreno
When his wife is killed, Thiago holes
up in a secluded cabin in Colorado
where he cannot escape from the
evil feeding on his grief and rage.

The Death of Jane
Lawrence
by Caitlin Starling
F Starling
Embarking on a marriage of
convenience with surgeon Augustine
in post-war England, Jane instead
finds a terrified, paranoid man who
cannot tell reality from a nightmare.

The Last House on
Needless Street
by Catriona Ward
F Ward
A teenage girl who isn’t allowed
outside, a man with memory loss,
and a house cat who reads the bible
are terrified the unspeakable secret
that binds them together will be
exposed by a new neighbor.

Fiction
All's Well
by Mona Awad
F Awad
A college professor with chronic
back pain, painkiller dependence,
and a failed marriage meets three
strange benefactors who know
her past and offer her a
tantalizing future.

Ring Shout
by P. Djèlí Clark
F Clark
A foul-mouthed sharpshooter and a
Harlem Hellfighter fight a
supernatural Ku Klux.

Plain Bad Heroines
by Emily M. Danforth
F Danforth
An early 20th-century New England
boarding school has mysterious
deaths where gender-diverse
students died under
suspicious circumstances.

Revelator
by Daryl Gregory
F Gregory
Returning to the backwoods of
Tennessee for her grandmother's
funeral, and to check on Sunny, a
mysterious 10-year-old girl her
grandmother adopted, professional
bootlegger Stella soon discovers
that Sunny is a direct link to her
buried past and her family's
destructive faith.

Cackle
by Rachel Harrison
F Harrison
After being dumped and needing a
new start, Annie accepts a job
teaching in a picturesque town in
Upstate New York where she
befriends the enchanting Sophie,
who seems to frighten the townsfolk
and just might be a witch.
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